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Hello Derek 
 
Welcome to our October Newsletter, we hope you've had a good summer,
even perhaps managed to get away on holiday. Now, the cooler weather
is with us once again but, with it, brings the beautiful colours of Autumn.

A super story from one of our members of the creative writing group:

BARNABY’S CUPBOARD

I’m in the cupboard under the stairs again. I thought that I might as well sit in here
because I had decided to, rather than because someone else had told me to get in
here. It makes me feel better then.....continue reading

Stay healthy in winter

As we get older, changes to our bodies
mean that cold weather and winter
bugs affect us more than they used
to, what we can do to keep healthy.
.....continue reading

Avoid nasty falls and breaks in your
60s.

 As we age our bones can
become more brittle and
susceptible to breaks and
fractures. This could be due
to Osteoporosis, vitamin D or calcium
deficiency to name a few.....continue
reading

For those of you who haven't got around to making a will then you may be
interested to learn that this month is free wills month

Free Wills Month takes place in March and October. 
From 1–31 October, Age UK supporters who are 55 and over can have a simple will
written or updated free of charge by a participating solicitor.
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The Polish cryptographers who cracked the enigma code

This is the story of a team of mathematicians who raced to crack the
Enigma machine as the storm clouds gathered over Europe. 
Poland was a young country that had only gained its independence after World War I.
Its military leaders knew the country had to stay one step ahead of its potential
enemies if it had any hope of keeping that independence...continue reading

The forgotten Bletchley Park

How genteel spa town of Malvern helped win WWII with experimental radar
able to spot Hitler's night-time bombers.

'Nobody quite knows who started the myth that eating carrots could help you see in
the dark. But we know why they did. 

In late 1941, experimental radar equipment was fitted for the first time on RAF
Blenheim bombers, enabling them to identify targets even at night, even in dense
cloud. The British didn't want the Germans to know they had airborne radar, hence
the misinformation about pilots eating carrots, in the hope that enemy spies might
swallow it whole!'   Find out more

Living in Devizes I travel through Seend on my way to Trowbridge, it is one
of the loveliest villages I have seen it led me to find out a bit about its
history.....

A Brief History of Seend, Wiltshire

The name of Seend is possibly derived from the old English word for sand, and it is
clear that the ridge of greensand on which it lies, rising up out of the heavy marshy
lands to north and south, attracted a settlement at an early date. ....continue
reading

Computers are funny

I halve a spelling checker, 
It came with my pea see. 
It plainly marks four my
revue 
Mistakes I dew knot sea. 
....continue reading

Incident, characteristic of a
favourite Dog

William Wordsworth

On his morning rounds the Master 
Goes to learn how all things fare; 

.....Continue reading
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This Open System Interconnections
Model (OSI Model) is a common way
to think about networks and security –
from the software application layer all
the way down to the physical
infrastructure. I  found this tutorial that
I hope will help you understand each of
the network layers and the relationships
between them.  
https://www.freecodecamp.org/ne
ws/osi-model-computer-
networking-for-beginners/

If you have a friend or relative who
is completely new to computers,
share this course with them. It uses fun
animations to explain how computers
work, how the internet works, and
some computer security basics. It takes
about an hour on YouTube, so get
yourself a cuppa:  
https://www.freecodecamp.org/ne
ws/computer-basics-for-absolute-
beginners/

A Note about our Public Wiki  - It's a great way of discovering how we use
the Wiki and what you find on there is the same as our Members Wiki, but,
there is a lot more of it! 
The link above will take you to the Front page and if you look down the right hand
side there is the sidebar which contains the Groups list, well a small sample of it, all
the links are hyperlinks so click on Creative Writing, History, or Poetry Corner,
for example, and it will take you to the index page for that group, and so on. 
Why not give it a go!

Useful Websites 
 
The Retirement Advice Centre  - 'Taking care of tomorrow today.' 
Webopedia  -  Extremely useful site if you are struggling with computer jargon 
Age UK   - The UK largest charity working with older people 
Citizen Advice - For a wealth of very useful information  
The Old Farmers Almanac - If you love Gardening you will love this site. 
Arthritis Research UK - Useful website helpful and informative 
Osteoarthritis - Good informative website 
Glaucoma - The international Glaucoma Association 
Stroke - NHS Choices 
Action on Hearing Loss The statistics 
Tinnitus - NHS Choices 
Bowel Cancer UK or NHS UK - Bowel Cancer 
NHS UK Dementia Guide  
Prostate Cancer  
Resources for Older People - Provide useful leaflets and advice. 
VirusTotal - Free online service that analyzes suspicious files and URLs and
facilitates the quick detection of viruses, worms, trojans, and all kinds of malware. 
TrueKey  or LastPass Sign in without passwords. 
Everplan - How to handle the digital life that you’ll leave behind, very informative.
Citizens Advice has advice on this subject. 
World U3A - connecting with members of U3As throughout the world 
U3A Communities - They share an interest in the use of technology to enhance the
U3A experience 
U3A Online   delivering online learning via the Internet, from Australia
Elder Gym for those moments when you feel a bit of exercise is just what's needed!! 
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Excel easy - Tutorials on how to use Excel, related examples and features (300
Examples) and it's 100% free.

And don't forget,  If you find something of interest in this e-newsletter or
previous ones, then you will most certainly find something to interest you on our

Private Wiki.   

If on the other hand you have something to offer then why not  join us  and
share it, and if you want to, get it published. 

 
See you on the wiki soon. 

 
Take care and keep safe

Ann
vU3A Team
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